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Bear & Company. Paperback. Book Condition: New.
Paperback. 384 pages. Dimensions: 8.8in. x 5.9in. x 1.1in.Brings
the paranormal beings and places of the Iroquois folklore
tradition to life through historic and contemporary accounts
of otherworldly encounters Recounts stories of shapeshifting
witches, giant flying heads, enchanted masks, ethereal lights,
talking animals, Little People, spirit-choirs, potent curses, and
haunted hills, roads, and battlefields Includes accounts of
miraculous healings by shamans and medicine people such as
Mad Bear and Ted Williams Shows how these traditions can
help one see the richness of the world and help those who have
lost the chants of their own ancestors With a rich history
reaching back more than one thousand years, the six nations
of the Iroquois Confederacy--the Mohawk, the Oneida, the
Onondaga, the Cayuga, the Seneca, and the Tuscarora--are
considered to be the most avid storytellers on earth with a
collection of tales so vast it would dwarf those of any other
society. Covering nearly the whole of New York State from the
Hudson and Mohawk River Valleys westward across the Finger
Lakes region to Niagara Falls and Salamanca, this mystical
cultures supernatural tradition is the psychic bedrock of the
Northeast, yet their treasury of tales...
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Very useful to all of category of people. I actually have read through and that i am sure that i will likely to go through
once more again in the foreseeable future. I realized this book from my i and dad advised this publication to find out.
-- Alta  K ir lin-- Alta  K ir lin

This is the very best publication i have got read until now. It is definitely simplified but shocks within the fi y percent of
the pdf. You may like how the article writer create this pdf.
-- Rosa r io Dur g a n-- Rosa r io Dur g a n
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